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ABSTRACT

Interfaces play a key role in facilitating the integration of external sources of innovation and structuring ecosystems. They have been conceptualized as design rules that ensure the interoperability of independently produced modules, with important strategic value for lead firms to attract and control access to complementary assets in platform ecosystems. While meaningful, these theorizations do not fully capture the value and structuring role of web APIs in digital innovation ecosystems. We show this with an empirical study of the online travel ecosystem in the 26 years (1995–2021) after the first Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) were launched. Our findings reveal that web APIs foster a dynamic digital innovation ecosystem with a distributed networked structure in which multiple actors design and use them. We provide evidence of an ecosystem where decentralized interfaces enable decentralized governance and where interfaces establish not only cooperative relationships, but also competitive ones. Instead of locking in complementors, web APIs enable the integration of capabilities from multiple organizations for the co-production of services and products, by interfacing their information systems. Web APIs are important sources of value creation and capture, increasingly being used to offer or sell services, constituting important sources of revenue.

1. Introduction

Since the late twentieth century, the vertically integrated innovation model that Chandler (1977) described has undergone a process of unmaking (Langlois, 2003), and distributed forms of innovation are blurring organizational boundaries (Chesbrough, 2003; von Hippel, 2006; von Krogh, 2012). Accordingly, managers and researchers increasingly recognize that a firm’s environment is a source not only of competition but also of external value (Iansiti and Levien, 2004), and is the site where trajectories of innovation unfold. Drawing on an ecological metaphor, the term ecosystem conveys that businesses dynamically develop symbiotic relations with other actors and coevolve their capabilities and roles (Moore, 1993). Ecosystem actors are self-interested but interdependent, and jointly create value (Rogers et al., 2019). Given that they are not hierarchically managed, understanding the mechanisms that sustain these relationships and coordinate action become paramount (Baldwin, 2019; Kapoor, 2018). In this regard, interfaces play an important role in enabling and coordinating distributed innovation by facilitating the integration of external sources of innovation (Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Cabigiosu et al., 2013; Gaver, 2020, 2009; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013; Jacobides et al., 2018).

Platform literature has informed current understandings of the structuring role and value of interfaces in innovation ecosystems. Within this literature, interfaces are theorized as design rules that ensure the interoperability of independently produced modules. They hold important strategic value, as they enable platform leaders to attract, align, and control access to complementary assets, thus structuring hub and spoke relationships in ecosystems that are organized around the development of platform technology (Baldwin, 2021; Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Baldwin and Woodard, 2009; Gaver and Curusmano, 2014; Jacobides et al., 2018; West and Dedrick, 2000).

The conceptualization of ICTs and digital technologies as modular architectures (Baldwin and Clark, 2006; Yoo et al., 2012) has been influential in framing digital innovation research in the last 10 years, resulting in the dominant view that digital innovation ecosystems are platform ecosystems, typically orchestrated by a single firm (de Reuver et al., 2018; Gaver, 2014; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013; Yoo et al., 2010). While meaningful, this literature does not capture the distinctive
economic value and structuring role of web Application Programming Interfaces (web APIs) in digital innovation ecosystems where technology is the enabler of innovation.

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) connect software components; they have been important to the development of ICTs, and the subject of considerable study in platform literature (e.g. Baldwin and Clark, 2006; Gao and Iyer, 2006; Gaver and Cusumano, 2002; Gha-zawneh and Henfridsson, 2013; Langlois and Robertson, 1992; Teece, 1986; West and Dedrick, 2000). Web APIs are a specific type of API (sometimes referred to just as APIs) that use the Internet and Web protocols, standards, and technologies for the interactive exchange of messages between modular software components that may be controlled by different companies. Functionally, a web API consists of two pieces of software (known as endpoints) which parse messages sent across the internet (Jacobson et al., 2012). Web APIs were first introduced by Salesforce in 2000 (API Evangelist, 2012; Tan et al., 2016). Their relevance has increased in the last decade since web APIs are “becoming the backbone of Web, cloud, mobile, and machine learning applications” (Tan et al., 2016, p. 64), such that reference to open or public APIs in the context of the digital economy mostly refers to web APIs (API Evangelist, 2012). The technological development and establishment of web APIs as standards for the interactive exchange of messages across organizational web systems is economically important to the digital economy (Niinioja et al., 2019). To exemplify, as early as 2016, Salesforce made $5bn annually in revenue from its web APIs; 60 % of its transactions used them, amounting to $1.3bn daily transactions (Tan et al., 2016; Vukovic et al., 2016). By 2019, ProgrammableWeb (a directory of public web APIs) listed 22,000 web APIs for use by developers, with around 220 added per month (Santos, 2019). In addition, new tools and services are being developed to support businesses in leveraging web APIs. For instance, Apigee (a web API management service) showed a 46 % increase in web API calls between 2019 and 2020, amounting to 2.21 trillion calls.

To further our understanding of the implications of web APIs in digital innovation, we conducted a qualitative longitudinal case study of the online travel ecosystem over 26 years (1995–2021). The first Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) were launched in 1995 to match offer and demand, and to facilitate online booking. Since then, the online travel ecosystem has grown substantially and coevolved with web APIs. What often appears to the user as a single travel website, today involves a network of systems from multiple firms interacting seamlessly through web APIs. We used three main sources of public archival data to understand the online travel ecosystem and the use of web APIs: ProgrammableWeb, Wayback Machine, and travel specialist publications. We also analyzed the technical characteristics of web APIs (see Appendix B). These corpora allowed us to address the following guiding research question: What is the structuring role and value of web APIs within the online travel ecosystem?

Our analysis reveals that the online travel ecosystem has coevolved with the development and adoption of web APIs. Web APIs are increasingly used by firms to interface their systems with those of other firms, composing a complex interorganizational digital infrastructure (Tilson et al., 2010) of networked systems. Web APIs enable not only the exchange of data, but more significantly, the processing of data through the interactive exchange of messages (calls and responses) between systems, allowing firms to provide digital resources and capabilities for the co-production of services and products. Web APIs build upon open platforms and web technologies, making them relatively easy to imitate and adapt, thus leading to highly competitive, rapidly changing, and fluid digital innovation ecosystems. As a result, web APIs are important enablers of value creation and capture by configuring dynamic and networked digital innovation ecosystems with decentralized governance. We show this by researching the online travel ecosystem’s formation not as a platform ecosystem, but as a loosely interconnected, interdependent network of actors that coevolve capabilities and work both cooperatively and competitively (Moore, 1993; Nambisan and Baron, 2013; Wang, 2021) to develop the new products and services that grow and configure the ecosystem.

Our research contributes to current understandings of interfaces. Firstly, it shows the distinctive economic value of web APIs in digital innovation ecosystems that do not have a platform technology as the focal value proposition, but instead leverage technology to innovate. In this context, the main value of web APIs is not locking in complements, but the integration of capabilities to co-produce services, which involve the processing and analysis of data in real time. In addition, they can be a direct source of value capture through their monetization, as they are used to offer services, and not only to attract complementary assets. Secondly, we provide evidence of the role of web APIs in structuring a digital innovation ecosystem with decentralized governance, where interface development is also decentralized.

2

2 From a product innovation or engineering design perspective, the terms innovation platform (Gawer, 2014) or standards-based platform (Baldwin, 2021) are used to differentiate them from transaction platforms, which are defined from an economic perspective as double-sided markets (Roehet and Tirone, 2003).
innovation ecosystems. Mostly adhering to the mirroring hypothesis (Colfer and Baldwin, 2016), modularity associates system architecture with the organization of its production (Baldwin and Woodard, 2009; Gawer, 2009). A modular architecture decomposes a system into modules with independent functionalities. Interface specification ensures the interoperability of modules (Baldwin and Clark, 2006; Baldwin and Woodard, 2009), which can, thus, be independently produced (Parnas, 1972). Therefore, interfaces lower coordination and transaction costs of splitting the production of components across firms (Baldwin and Clark, 2000).

A standards-based platform is a type of modular architecture with a core that remains fixed or has low variety, and variable complements that extend its functionality (Baldwin and Woodard, 2009). Making interface specifications accessible to industry partners or openly available allows a platform leader to externalize the development of complementary modules (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014), supporting the creation of platform ecosystems and fostering innovation (Gawer, 2009; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014; Langlois and Robertson, 1992). Thus, interfaces play an important strategic role for platform sponsors in attracting and orchestrating complementary innovation (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014; West and Dedrick, 2000), which adds value to the platform, making it more customizable to user's needs (Krishnan and Gupta, 2001; Langlois and Robertson, 1995).

Furthermore, interfaces are known to provide competitive advantage to platform sponsors competing to maintain leadership over the market (Bresnahan and Greenstein, 1999), as they help lock in customers and complementors, who incur switching and specialization costs, respectively (Farrell and Saloner, 1992). While control over interface standards does not guarantee leadership (e.g. West and Dedrick, 2000; Windrum et al., 2019), and some complementors incur the costs of multi-homing (Eisenmann et al., 2009), network effects tend to maintain a platform's dominance (Eisenmann et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2016; Rochet and Tirole, 2003). Therefore, research establishes that the main value of interfaces in ecosystems is in attracting and controlling complementary assets.

Platform ecosystems are mostly conceptualized as centrally orchestrated by a lead firm, which defines interfaces to align third-party contributions. Therefore, interfaces are seen as design rules that structure hub and spoke relationships (Jacobides et al., 2018). This focus on centralized governance—predominant in ecosystem literature more generally—fails to capture distributed agency and its effects in contexts where heterogeneous, dynamic actors with diverse goals engage in collective innovation processes (Bogers and West, 2012; Nambisan et al., 2017). Research has shown that innovation ecosystems can be orchestrated through adaptive (Furr and Shipilov, 2018; Hurmelinna-Laukkana and Natti, 2018; Reypens et al., 2021) and collective forms of governance, involving a range of actors such as consortia (Evans and Olk, 1990; Leten et al., 2013). Only recently, has research started to consider distributed, non-centralized, forms of ecosystem orchestration (Gupta et al., 2020; Olk and West, 2023). A small body of literature addresses platform ecosystems with collective governance, where multiple firms or consortia might cooperate in defining APIs and standards (Eisenmann et al., 2009; O’Mahony and Karp, 2022). Still, the locus of control is centralized. However, no research has yet considered decentralized interface design supporting decentralized orchestration of a digital innovation ecosystem. Our research addresses this gap.

The conceptualization of ICTs and digital technologies as modular architectures (Baldwin and Clark, 2006; Yoo et al., 2012) has informed digital innovation research, resulting in a dominant view that digital ecosystems are platform ecosystems (de Reuver et al., 2018; Gawer, 2014; Yoo et al., 2010). Implicit in this research is an understanding of digital innovation as product innovation, where the focal value is technology development. However, digital technologies are not only a product to be sold in the market; they are also enablers of service and product innovation. That is, they are used by organizations to improve processes or offer services (Barrett et al., 2015; Nambisan, 2013; Nambisan et al., 2019; Vargo et al., 2008). This is increasingly so, given the digital transformation of most economic sectors (Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2014). We provide empirical evidence that, in this context, the use of interfaces (specifically web APIs) becomes increasingly relevant in the constitution and dynamics of digital innovation ecosystems, as well as in new forms of value creation and capture. More specifically, in ecosystems that are organized around the co-production of digital services that rely on processing data in real time.

While still focused on platform ecosystems, recent research has acknowledged the involvement of APIs not only in standards-based platforms, but also in service ecosystems (Alaimo et al., 2020; Basole, 2019; Valderrama, 2020), and in transaction platforms (Baldwin, 2021; Gawer, 2020). This research has started to consider the value of interfaces in capturing data (Baldwin, 2021; Gawer, 2020) to monitor side members in transaction platforms (Gawer, 2020), make better predictions about platform users’ preferences (Baldwin, 2021) and in the development of data-based services (Alaimo et al., 2020; Valderrama, 2020). However, a focused analysis of the value and structuring role of interfaces, and particularly web APIs, in digital innovation ecosystems that are not organized around a platform as the focal value propositions is still missing. We address this gap with our research.

### 3. Methods of data collection and analysis

In researching the structuring role and value of web APIs within digital innovation ecosystems, we were compelled to define the boundaries of our empirical research (Shipilov and Gawer, 2019). However, “drawing the precise boundaries of an ecosystem is an impossible and, in any case, academic exercise” (Jansiti and Levien, 2004, p. 71). To overcome this challenge, we undertook a methodological shift. Instead of assuming a single, central orchestrator or leader, we followed the connections established via web APIs over time to trace the actors of a fluid and dynamic ecosystem. In this way, we integrate structural and coevolution ecosystem perspectives (Hou and Shi, 2021) to study the role of interfaces, while accounting for the agency of actors with diverse, and sometimes competing, goals (Bogers and West, 2012; Nambisan et al., 2017).

Accordingly, we conducted a longitudinal case study of the online travel ecosystem, supported by descriptive archival data. This responds to calls to overcome the static view of ecosystems in platform literature (Hou and Shi, 2021; McIntyre et al., 2020; Valderrama, 2020). Our study of the travel ecosystem builds upon previous research on TripAdvisor, conducted by one of the authors (Alaimo et al., 2020; Valderrama, 2020). The travel sector has exploded in the last 25 years (The World Bank, 2020) with online digital travel sales estimated at $756Bn in 2019 (Statista, 2016) representing the largest category of goods sold on the internet (Yu, 2008). Furthermore, changes in the online travel ecosystem are recognized as having had a significant impact on the entire sector (Pencarelli, 2020).

The actors of our ecosystem are firms whose online travel products and services are interdependently produced with other firms, by interconnecting their systems. During our analysis period, some firms were acquired by holding companies. We still considered these as actors if they maintained separate brands and services. We excluded flight and transport booking (see Appendix A for further details). Our research primarily centered on firms within the accommodation, restaurant, and attraction sector, as these comprise a significant number of suppliers who attract potential customers from diverse global locations. For brevity and simplicity, our analysis’ narrative focuses particularly on hotel room bookings. This choice is justified as hotel booking has led most of the innovations in the ecosystem. While we acknowledge the possible influence on the ecosystem evolution of other actors such as regulators, trade associations, or those involved in defining web standards, we exclude these from our analysis.

Our methodological approach allowed us to examine web APIs from multiple perspectives across the ecosystem’s history with a fine-grained
analysis unattainable through methods like large sample statistical studies (Özcan et al., 2017). Multiple corpora of archival data, detailing 26 years of online travel (1995–2021), were used to elaborate and triangulate our findings (Pettigrew, 1990). These included: i) ProgrammableWeb, the largest directory of web APIs during our study period, ii) the Wayback Machine (WM), a digital archive of Internet sites at specific points in the past, and iii) expert travel publishers’ articles from Skift (SK), PhocusWire (PW), and technical specialists (OT), as well as Skift’s interviews (IN). Appendix C includes a complete list of the sources, and the acronyms used to cite them throughout the text.

Our analytical steps are illustrated in Fig. 1, with a detailed explanation provided in Appendix A. We iteratively overlapped data collection and analysis to inductively develop theoretical explanations (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009).

We sought a holistic and temporal view of the ecosystem, with a focus on salient elements (Yin, 2009) including technical ones – specifically the services, actors, capabilities and interdependencies. This analytical approach allows a dynamic view of the ecosystem and reveals the entry of new actors. We were inspired by process research and its examination of “how and why things emerge, develop, grow or terminate over time” (Langley et al., 2013, p. 1), seeking to understand the unfolding phenomena (Özcan et al., 2017).

To avoid our case proving too abstract (Özcan et al., 2017; Yin, 2009), we analyzed the three corpora in search of a granular understanding of the value and structuring role of web APIs including the detailed technology of web APIs (see Appendix B). Our careful reading allowed us to build a rich case study that describes the dynamics of the online travel ecosystem over 26 years, and the relevance of web APIs upon it. We developed an in-depth case history to organize the corpus descriptively (Eisenhardt, 1989). To reduce excessive detail, we built several tables to organize our analysis (Cloutier and Ravasi, 2021; Eisenhardt, 2021).

A significant output of our analysis is the dynamic network graphs and a chronology revealing the coevolution of the ecosystem and web API usages. Network graphs are useful in visualizing complex relationships and interdependencies between ecosystem actors (Baldwin and Woodard, 2009; Iyer et al., 2006; Iyer and Basole, 2016). Our graphs represent the ecosystem actors (colored and named nodes) and web APIs offered by actors (grey unnamed nodes). Edges represent either connections between actors via web APIs (referred in figures as #web APIs connections), or the web APIs that each actor offers. The size of actors’ nodes depends on the number of connections and number of web APIs offered. Our network graphs include the percentage of nodes and edges that are visible in a given period, in relation to the total number of nodes and edges over the 26 years of analysis.

Both outputs enabled us to spot four periods that are closely related to the role of web APIs in fostering the emergence of new actors, and the co-production of new services by interfacing systems from several organizations (Table 2). Given the complexity and dynamics of the online travel ecosystem, our narrative necessarily limits its level of analysis to main events, services, web APIs, and actors that marked the ecosystem’s reconfiguration. We provide a description of the actors, color key, and acronyms in Table 1 and a timeline of key events in Table 2.

One limitation of researching APIs is field access for collecting data. We necessarily rely on public archival data (Iyer and Basole, 2016); unlisted, private, web APIs within the ecosystem may have been hidden. The inclusion of Skift articles and published interviews sought to mitigate this risk and helped uncover some of the travel ecosystem’s dynamics, particularly before the use of open APIs. Methodological innovations for researching hidden interfacing within digital innovation ecosystems would be welcomed.

4. Analysis and findings

Our analysis reveals the coevolution of the online travel ecosystem with the web APIs that helped constitute it. One of the focal value propositions of the ecosystem, since its inception, is hotel bookings. We show how web APIs have increased interdependence among diverse actors, both newcomers and incumbents, in delivering these services. Each actor captures value, whether directly or indirectly, via web APIs within the booking process. Furthermore, some new entrants enter the ecosystem by creating their own web APIs, which are adopted by
Table 1
Actors, acronyms, and revenue models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Revenue model</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel managers (CMs)</td>
<td>Actors who enable hoteliers to efficiently manage the distribution of their rooms across various online channels. Upstream: External systems, online channels. Downstream: Back-office, DS, online channels.</td>
<td>Subscription: software as a service (Saas).</td>
<td>CM: Siteminder, Derby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet booking engines (IBEs)</td>
<td>Actors who enable hoteliers to offer online bookings directly from their own websites. Downstream: Back-office.</td>
<td>Licensing: payment for software package (installed on hotel computer). Subscription: software as a service (Saas)</td>
<td>IBEs: ihotelier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External platforms</td>
<td>Actors originally external to the travel sector who provide services complementary to travel services. Among them: Affiliation platforms (actors that manage and distribute ads in their network of affiliated websites), well-known digital platforms, and payment platforms (actors that facilitated online payment) Downstream: online channels.</td>
<td>Commission: Click-based advertising. Subscription: Affiliation platforms: Awin, CJ External digital platforms: Google, Facebook, Uber Payment platforms: Paypal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APIs marketplaces</td>
<td>Actors who encapsulate multiple web APIs calls in one web API and offer them to third parties who can develop either new web APIs or apps and sell them in the marketplace.</td>
<td>Subscription: Web APIs for a fee</td>
<td>Apaleo, Mews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; content system</td>
<td>Actors involved in either the gathering of user generated content or its management to increase business visibility and reputation online. Among them: review platforms (users rating and reviewing businesses), Reputation and content management (help to keep content online up to date and manage reputation online) Upstream: online channel Downstream: back-office</td>
<td>Commission: Click-based advertising. Subscription: Review platform: Yelp, TripAdvisor Reputation &amp; content management: Lensu, OpenMenu, GIATA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
incumbents and sometimes repeatedly replicated. Web APIs are thus not centrally designed or promoted, rather multiple actors offer and use a range of them. This has resulted in the development of an increasingly large and tightly knit interorganizational network of information systems underlying the ecosystem. However, not all APIs were deemed sufficiently valuable for widespread adoption, usually leading to their cessation. In our corpus, we identified 52 web APIs among the 264 studied that were shut down during the period.

Through our analysis we identify four periods of the online travel ecosystem, each characterized by the emergence of new actors, by changes in actors’ position within the ecosystem, and by new forms of value creation and capture through web APIs. We outline the categories of actors and their revenue models in Table 1 and provide a timeline of the major events in each period in Table 2 to contextualize the ecosystem transformation.

### 4.1. First period: the process of disintermediation of travel services (1995–1999)

Prior to the Web, travelers booked travel either directly (e.g. calling a hotel), or through visiting or calling a travel service provider (e.g. a high street travel agency). Customers usually searched through printed brochures to find a suitable property or flights. Human agents, working for these agencies, made bookings with providers like airlines and hotels through specialist computer terminals provided by Global Distribution Systems (GDSs), like Amadeus or Sabre, which used their proprietary communication networks, for which they paid commissions. With their long history pioneering travel reservation computerization in the 1960s, and their dominant position throughout the pre-web period (Campbell-Kelly, 2003; Copeland and McKenney, 1988), GDSs remained key players within this embryonic ecosystem, facilitating early connections and governing the early innovation trajectory. They defined standards and promoted digital systems in travel. As computers became more prevalent, hoteliers also began to keep track of bookings and managed their operations using software packages such as back-end property management systems (PMSs) and revenue management systems (RMSs) installed on their own standalone computer systems.

During the dot.com boom of the mid 1990s, actors in the travel sector began harnessing the World Wide Web to disintermediate travel services. The first Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) were created: Hotels.com was the first to launch a booking website in late 1995, joined shortly afterwards by Travelocity, Expedia, and Booking.com, companies that would eventually undermine the market role of traditional GDSs and office-based travel agencies (Castillo-Manzano and López-Valpuesta, 2010).

Through the web, OTAs could potentially reach customers globally to search, view, reserve, and book. However, their booking processes still depended on manual operations such as using GDS terminals or communicating with hoteliers via telephone, email, or fax [IN1]. The first automatic connections between different actors’ systems emerged with Travelocity (an OTA) and its founder Sabre (a GDS) [IN1], increasing efficiency and reducing the costs associated with the manual labor involved previously – so foretelling the way the ecosystem would develop.

Some early OTAs disintermediated the GDSs by allowing Hoteliers to manually enter their room availability and prices via the OTA’s webpage. However, when a booking occurred, hotels were still informed by email, phone, or fax [IN1]. Revenue was generated through commissions for bookings, with a charge of 4% by OTAs, which was significantly lower than that charged by GDSs [IN1].

Contributing to the process of disintermediation, Internet Booking Engines (IBEs) emerged in 1997, providing, for a license fee, software that enabled hoteliers to offer online booking within their own websites (which, until then, usually only listed rooms). Such services were of considerable benefit to hoteliers by driving direct bookings and entirely circumventing the commissions of GDSs and OTAs. These IBEs also assisted hoteliers in improving their online presence and visibility, and reduced the expenses associated with website development.

### 4.2. Second period: the emergence of web APIs in a process of reintermediation through aggregation (2000–2007)

Our second period starts with the development of the first travel web
APIs by GDSs (Amadeus in 2000 and Sabre in 2003 [WM35-36, IN1, OT4]), which offered automatic room search to OTAs. These web APIs facilitated dynamic real-time exchange of messages between systems, and revolutionized the booking process, as OTAs could eliminate human involvement. Thus, OTAs could capture value by increasing booking opportunities and reducing the costs associated with the booking process. GDSs could capture value by earning commissions on bookings, and increasing the volume of bookings processed. “For GDSs, it’s a way to ‘re-mediate’ themselves into a system where OTAs have partly displaced their model” [PW22]. This signaled the beginning of a decentralized web API-based online ecosystem.

The increasing popularity of online travel services attracted many new OTAs and IBEs and led to a significant growth in online offerings, increasing complexity and information overload for hoteliers and customers alike. Two new entrants offered innovations to address these challenges: Channel Managers (CMs), and metasearchers. Both created their own web APIs to provide novel services that reintermediated the booking process. We discuss these two significant innovations within the ecosystem in turn.

4.2.1. The value of channel managers’ web APIs

Hoteliers found it hard to list their room availability and manage their bookings across multiple OTAs’ sites. Channel managers, such as DerbySoft and TravelClick, emerged around 2002 and created their own web APIs through which multiple OTAs and the internal hotel systems (i.e., PMSs, RMSs, and IBEs) would connect [WM15–16]. CMs primarily focused on synchronizing bookings and so ensuring that the hotel’s inventory could be made available and consistent across multiple OTAs.
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[OT2–3,7–9, WM15–33]. CMs captured value by significantly enhancing efficiency, streamlining operations, and increasing booking opportunities for hoteliers (thus improving their profitability) in return for software subscription fees. OTAs were also keen on leveraging CMs’ web APIs to access and list a wider range of hotel offerings and so increase their opportunity to obtain commissions on bookings.

4.2.2. The value of metasearchers’ web APIs

Metasearchers, such as SideStep and Kayak, enabled consumers to easily search for rooms and compare prices across multiple OTAs within a single website [SK1,2,7,8, PW26]. To do this, pioneering metasearchers developed their own web-based interfaces (utilizing web scraping technology) to automatically extract OTA offerings from the OTAs’ website pages - without their consent. This surreptitious interface created challenges for OTAs, as it could overload their systems [IN1,2], leading to a decline in service quality for genuine customers.

However, as metasearchers proved extremely popular with customers, many OTAs recognized the value of potentially reaching new customers globally, and so reached agreements with metasearchers to co-develop private web APIs. These web APIs enabled real-time communication and proved substantially better than web scraping for both parties, ensuring offers were accurate and up to date and increasing the likelihood of bookings. These web APIs indirectly captured value by enabling metasearchers to implement a click-based advertising model. Every instance of a metasearch redirecting a user to an OTA would result in a predetermined flat-rate payment by the OTA. OTAs, through these web APIs, reach new potential customers who may make bookings, allowing OTAs to capture value by charging a commission to the hotels for each booking, increasing profitability.

By 2014, Expedia and Booking.com stated that metasearchers had become a significant means of attracting consumers, considerably boosting their revenues [PW24, SK6]. By 2019 metasearchers were the main travel channels for advertising (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 illustrates the incipient co-creation of travel services through web APIs. It includes 20 web APIs (grey nodes) and 76 actors (colored nodes). Together this represents approximately 24 % of the actors and APIs that will be present within our total analysis period. The graph shows 68 web API connections, which account for roughly 11 % of the total connections that will eventually exist. The graph shows the growing interconnectedness via web APIs among various actors, initiated predominantly by those offering services to hotels (back-office and distribution). From the outset, the network shows the non-centralized development of web APIs, which enables the distributed co-creation of services in a decentralized ecosystem.

In summary, this period was marked by the development of the first web APIs in the online travel ecosystem. Web APIs’ value lay in enhancing the efficiency of the booking process, in the aggregation and sorting of information, in the integration of capabilities, and in enabling access to potential customers. Web APIs, as the foundation of new services, captured value indirectly by facilitating commission and click-based revenue models. During this period web APIs were mainly developed by new entrants seeking opportunities to capture value through novel services targeting incumbents. Connection to web APIs were negotiated between the parties and often private. The adoption of web APIs stimulated innovation and influenced interdependencies and relationships, frequently challenging the dominant position of incumbents (GDSs and OTAs).


During the third period, many web APIs became publicly available to actors within the ecosystem and so widely adopted, fostering extensive connectivity among diverse actors (refer to Figs. 6 and 7). This created

---

3 Web scraping technology is the same as web APIs technology in using HTTP messages to interact with webservers but receiving HTML webpage files (which the scraping software must parse) rather than machine readable XML/JSON files. Web scraping is widely used, e.g. by Google to build its website index.
two distinct benefits. Firstly, it reduced the costs of individually approaching and negotiating connectivity with others. Secondly, it increased web APIs’ visibility, leading to higher adoption rates. However, it also became evident that public web APIs are relatively easy to imitate. In addition, the resources required to connect to a web API are sufficiently low to justify connection to multiple partners’ web APIs (see Appendix B for further details). These two features of public web APIs, coupled with the distinct value contributed by each type of actor, prevented any single actor from dominating the ecosystem. This, in turn, deepened the synergistic interdependency between actors within the ecosystem, and drove both cooperation and competition among the interconnected actors.

This period saw a cognitive shift in the business models surrounding web APIs. Whereas previously web APIs had acted as tools for real-time connectivity and supported the emergence of new entrants (often with private negotiated connections), during this period web APIs assumed a central role in driving value creation and capture through the development of new services and revenue models that collectively shaped the dynamic and structure of the whole ecosystem – something we now examine in detail.
Major OTAs like Expedia and Booking.com made significant strides by developing their own web APIs, which were publicly offered to travel suppliers and subsequently brought about a substantial change in the industry landscape (WM 40, 45).

First, major OTAs managed to reverse how connectivity was established. Rather than GDSs, CMs or PMs dictating the web API to their multiple OTA partners, such actors became obliged to conform to the specific web API guidelines set by major OTAs. This change placed the onus on these actors to adapt and align with the OTAs' web APIs.

Second, the new web APIs allowed major OTAs to commercialize their capabilities. For instance, small or niche OTAs and business travel actors used these major OTAs' web APIs to improve their own services by including reviews, rankings and pictures, by adding more hotels to their offerings, or by offering travel packages. This allowed such players to expand their market reach and improve their offering while increasing the reach of major OTAs.

Third, major OTAs' new web APIs enabled them to reach more potential customers through developing affiliation programs (in collaboration with affiliate platforms like CJ and Awin) which allowed various actors, including travel-related websites and blogs, to directly advertise the OTAs' bookings. In return, such affiliates received a fixed price for each user redirected to book.

In this highly competitive landscape, as metasearchers' prominence increased they sought to compete directly with OTAs. They did this by developing additional web APIs that allowed hoteliers to promote rooms on metasearchers' sites directly from their CM or PMs. They paid a flat rate each time the metasearch redirected a customer to the hotel's own webpage. This bypassed metasearchers' reliance on OTAs for obtaining price and availability information [WM41, 50], and expanded metasearchers' customer base and revenue sources. For hoteliers it avoided...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Innovation/new services enabled by web APIs</th>
<th>Value of web APIs</th>
<th>Main actors within the ecosystem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First period – Prior to web APIs (1996–1999)</td>
<td>• Online booking without web APIs involved</td>
<td>• N/A</td>
<td>• OTAs (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second period – Early web APIs (2000–2007)</td>
<td>• Automated real-time price and booking reliant on web APIs to interface several systems in order to offer real-time price and booking</td>
<td>• Incumbent: GDSs first web APIs offer more efficient services to OTAs, increasing the capability of processing bookings. New entrants: metasearchers and channel managers develop web interfaces and become new intermediaries by aggregating and sorting information from multiple systems. OTAs connect with metasearchers and channel managers via their web APIs to indirectly access potential customers (consumers and hotels). The value and revenue is shared by the actors who co-produce a service by integrating capabilities through web APIs.</td>
<td>• OTAs (incumbent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third period – Web APIs maturity (2008–2017)</td>
<td>• Multiple capability integrations: Development of new features based on the use of several available web APIs that bring together a number of third-party services. Analytic services based on web API messages emerge, e.g. dynamic pricing and bidding optimization.</td>
<td>• Big new players (e.g., Google) and incumbents imitated existent web APIs to expand their customer-base. They easily attract many web API users by offering the capability to attract potential consumers. Web APIs enhanced new forms of value capture indirectly by enabling analytics services (optimizing pricing and bidding) to optimize the offering. These services also utilize the volume of web APIs calls to understand the current landscape and to feed ML algorithms that predict prices.</td>
<td>• OTAs (incumbent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth period – Web APIs monetization (2018–2021)</td>
<td>• Web API platforms give access to multiple web APIs for innovating externally. Web API marketplaces grant anyone access to the ecosystem (previously accessible only for travel players), to innovate with marketplace web APIs and to sell these innovations back into marketplaces that ran on other third-party systems.</td>
<td>• New players, often start-ups, can easily create competing services or products by buying and combining web APIs from web API platforms or marketplaces. Value is captured directly by monetizing web APIs (by fee per call or by subscription).</td>
<td>• OTAs (some changing by building open web API platforms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Left figure: Interfaces have been conceptualized as design rules that enable governance of a platform ecosystem at a distance by a central architect. Interface specifications ensure the interoperability of independently produced modules, adding value to the platform technology, and locking in complementors and consumers. Right figure: We show web APIs are used by firms to interface their information systems, constituting a modular networked technological system. This technology is not an end product but used by actors in a digital innovation ecosystem to exchange information and integrate capabilities for the co-production of services and products. This is made possible by web APIs, which enable an interactive exchange of messages and processing of data in real time.
the commissions of OTAs that had risen from approximately 4% in the mid-90s to around 30% during this period [IN1, WM40–46].

As metasearcher advertising grew, a number of them (e.g., Google, Kayak, and TripAdvisor) recognized the opportunity to capture yet more value. They implemented a strategy that compelled hoteliers and OTAs to compete against each other in a real-time algorithmic auction for the placement of their rooms on the metasearcher’s website [WM33].

As such bidding gained prominence, RMSs recognized the possibility to add value to hoteliers by optimizing their bidding strategies [WM15–17,30]. RMSs thus developed a new service that predicted the optimal amount to bid for metasearch placement by analyzing real-time web API messages concerning bids. Hoteliers who subscribed to this service could enhance their visibility on metasearchers’ websites, and ultimately drive more successful direct bookings.

In addition, RMSs developed a dynamic pricing service which analyzed real-time web APIs transactions and user behavior to predict the optimal pricing for hotel rooms per request [WM15–17,30]. This allowed hoteliers to stay competitive in a rapidly changing competitive market. Web APIs had thus become a source of value creation in themselves since they enabled real-time analytics of the messages sent through them to provide a new service.

The next strategic move taken by metasearchers was to replicate OTAs’ web APIs, to enable direct booking on their websites (for a commission). As a result, the cooperation relationship established between web APIs between these two actors became one of cooperation [SK2,9, WM41] (Ranganathan et al., 2018), given that metasearchers’ websites still listed OTAs’ offerings, but also their own. Actors were keen to connect directly with metasearchers to either reach more potential customers or pay less commission per booking than OTAs. By offering direct booking capabilities, metasearchers also diversified their revenue streams to include commissions (in addition to click-based rates).

Google and TripAdvisor made their first foray into the travel booking ecosystem by imitating the similar booking web APIs of metasearchers and OTAs [PW1–3, SK17, SK23–25, PW30, WM33]. This enabled them to leverage their huge user bases, initially through click-based advertising and later through commission-based models. The entry of Google, in particular, raised concerns among OTAs, however they were unable to impede its progress as other actors recognized the opportunity to increase their bookings by harnessing Google’s hotel web APIs [SK14,15,17,23,31,30] to access Google’s huge userbase. For example, Fig. 5 shows the trend for hotels’ investments in advertising shifting to Google HotelAds.

The entry of both Google and TripAdvisor into the ecosystem highlighted the potential for new entrants with a very large customer base to imitate web APIs and venture into online bookings. However, the success of web APIs depends on the value that they bring to actors within the ecosystem. For instance, Google Hotels ads API proved to be successful, the Book on Google API failed to engage partners and customers, leading to its closure after a duration of approximately seven years [PW33].

This period shows the relatively low barriers to entry, and particularly, the limited lock-in effects of web APIs that proved easy to imitate. Further, once an actor had developed the capability of connecting to a web API, it requires little effort to connect with another web API offering a similar service. For example, analyzing who uses the web APIs of two metasearchers, Trivago and Google, we observe that 47 actors are connected to both [WM33, WM50]. Connecting to multiple similar actors’ web APIs can be an advantage. For example, Derbysoft, a channel manager, connects with 54 back-office systems and IBEs [WM15], so allowing it to offer more inventory to OTAs and metasearchers to its clients. As a result, the competition and dynamism in the ecosystem is high, and the structure of the ecosystem has become increasingly tightly interconnected.

The comparison between Fig. 6 (2008–2010) and Fig. 7 (2011–2017) highlights a significant boost in connectivity (from 115 to 517), resulting from (1) the development of new web APIs (from 45 to 201) from a variety of actors, including new entrants; (2) the replication of web APIs; and (3) actors connecting to multiple web APIs. This is evidenced by the increase in the number of connections, which went from representing 18% of the total final period connections in Fig. 6, to approximately 83% of the total in Fig. 7. The comparison also reveals an increase in the utilization of online channels’ web APIs, reaching a size similar to those of the backend in the latter half of this period. During this period Google, TripAdvisor, and Facebook developed their own web APIs (e.g., for booking, pricing, advertising, and affiliation) and the number of actors using these web APIs proved larger than that of other incumbent web APIs, as indicated by the size of the nodes. For example, Pegasus, an embryonic platform, is notably smaller in scale compared to these new entrants.

Summarizing, this period was characterized by a marked increase in the adoption of web APIs which significantly shaped the ecosystem dynamics and structure. Competition was fierce and numerous web APIs were designed and replicated by both incumbents and new entrants. These web APIs gained broad adoption because, through them, actors enhanced their ability to capture value at a relatively low cost (in software development resources to connect to them). Instead of locking in, the value of web APIs is to integrate; consequently, they nurtured a competitive and dynamic decentralized ecosystem. This period was also marked by the development of new services that, instead of employing web APIs solely to enhance processes (as in the previous period), utilized them to maximize value capture (e.g., bidding). Dynamic pricing and bidding optimization services are noteworthy as they rely on the volume of web API calls. This information feeds into machine learning (ML) systems that predict prices and bids in seeking to maximize profitability.

We therefore show the coevolution of web APIs within this competitive and dynamic ecosystem, where firms must constantly innovate their services as they vie to remain relevant and have their web APIs called.


Our fourth period sees an expansion in the role of web APIs; in addition to capturing value indirectly (e.g. via commissions) they became direct sources of value capture through the monetization of the web API. This change allowed entrepreneurial third-party new entrants to harness others’ web APIs for a pay-per-call fee - web APIs that were previously limited to actors already within the ecosystem. Web APIs were sold by both incumbents and new actors who developed platforms and marketplaces for this purpose. The web APIs being sold could also encapsulate simultaneous calls to multiple other web APIs.

Expanding their business models, incumbents such as Amadeus, Sabre, Booking.com, and Expedia developed web API platforms that provided documentation, tools and software code to assist anyone using their wide array of new web API services that were made available for a pay-per-call fee [WM35-36,40,45,47,SK4,19,26]. For 2021, by example, Amadeus was led by an “API-driven business model” (Heshmatiafa and Seppanen, 2023) and had over 1000 web API-based services, including web APIs for trip purpose prediction, sentiment analysis for hotel reviews, or COVID-19 restriction checks [OT5, WM35]. Each of these has a fee per call – for example the “Hotel Name Autocomplete” web API costs €0.0025 per call [WM35]. Such actors also significantly increased the range of services available through their web APIs by encapsulating, and so harnessing, web APIs of other actors within their own web API based services.

New entrants (e.g. start-ups) could easily leverage these web API platforms to create apps, services, or products, which could potentially be complements of other platforms (e.g. an App store, a social media platform, or an online marketplace). The owners of the web APIs, however, capture value each time their web API is called, and so benefit directly from the volume of calls rather than seeking to attract complementsors.

New entrants such as Apaleo and Mews took this further, creating
web API marketplaces whereby third parties’ web API-based services could be offered and charged on a per-call bases. Marketplace users could harness web APIs from the travel ecosystem and encapsulate them to develop services, which are then made available through their own web APIs. These were then offered in the marketplace to other third parties, for which they can charge fees. In return the marketplace charges commission.

For example, Mews offers nearly 900 third-party apps and web API connectors in its marketplace, while Apaleo offers 200 [WM39,52]. One of these, developed by Detco, is “Google Connector” that uses an Apaleo web API to enable hoteliers to list their rooms directly in Google Hotel Connectors in its marketplace, while Apaleo offers 200 [WM39,52]. One web APIs. These were then offered in the marketplace to other third parties to develop services, which are then made available through their own web APIs. Such services can involve advanced capabilities like artificial intelligence (AI) (e.g. DialogShift on Apaleo) which are sold through web APIs. Marketplaces, therefore, facilitate the entrance into the ecosystem of new players (e.g. start-ups) by easing the exploitation of a wide range of web APIs from a wide range of ecosystem actors. Furthermore, these marketplaces ease the monetization of such new players’ innovations.

Fig. 8 illustrates a steady growth in number of actors integrating their systems via web APIs, reaching a total of 559 connections via web APIs at the end of this period. Actors who developed web API platforms (e.g. Booking.com, Expedia, and Amadeus) can be seen to grow significantly in size in Fig. 8 since the previous period as they increased the number of web APIs offered. This diagram, however, underrepresents actors that integrate via marketplace-based web APIs, as there is a lack of public information on both those platform users and of the web APIs these marketplaces have integrated into services. Given that some web APIs, firms, and connections via web APIs perished over time, they don’t constitute 100 % in this period.

In summary, this period reveals the emergence of new actors, web API platforms, and marketplaces that provide services via web APIs for a fee. Web APIs had therefore become direct revenue generating services, bringing significant changes. Whereas in the third period, to enter the ecosystem large players (e.g., Google) offered capabilities to attract potential consumers, by this fourth period new entrants could just pay fees for access. This propelled innovation and the expansion of the ecosystem.

Table 3 below summarizes significant cumulative changes in the ecosystem associated with web APIs, across all four periods. In this table we identify the innovations and new services enabled by web APIs, the main value that web APIs offer, and changes in ecosystem’s actors.

5. Discussion

Our research provides supporting evidence of the important role of interfaces in ecosystem dynamics, and in the integration of external sources of innovation [Baldwin and Woodward, 2009; Gaver, 2020; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013]. However, while prior studies have emphasized the value of interfaces in attracting and controlling complementary assets in centralized ecosystems orchestrated by platform leaders [Baldwin, 2021; Jacobides et al., 2018; Gaver, 2020; West and Dedrick, 2000], our research uncovers the distinctive structuring role and economic value of web APIs within a digital innovation ecosystem that is decentralized, and not organized around a platform technology as the focal value proposition (See Fig. 9).

Our empirical study of the evolution of online travel uncovers a dynamic and competitive digital ecosystem, where web APIs are not centrally controlled, and they are not only developed by incumbents, but also by new entrants offering new services or reintermediating existing ones. Thus, we provide evidence of decentralized governance of an ecosystem through the decentralized development of interfaces.

Our findings are particularly relevant for understanding new dynamics of innovation in the digital economy, where data and analytics—particularly through artificial intelligence (AI), including ML—are becoming increasingly important. We reveal the role of web APIs in enabling the interactive exchange of messages with other systems, facilitating the co-production of services that rely on real-time data processing, and upon the integration of information, and digital capabilities, distributed in a network of interdependent systems. In this context, the competitive advantage that interfaces provide to a platform or firm does not lie so much in the capacity to lock in complementors, nor even on data collection per se, but upon increasing the capacity to process and analyze data in real time, gaining valuable contextual insights within value-adding services, which can be directly monetized.

5.1. The structuring role of web APIs in digital innovation ecosystems

Research has emphasized the role of interfaces in establishing hub and spoke relationships between a platform orchestrator and complementors [Jacobides et al., 2018] to align third-party contributions to a platform’s value proposition. This assumes the centralized governance of ecosystems and control over interfaces in the design of a centralized architecture (i.e. a platform has a core). To our knowledge, our paper is the first to provide evidence of the decentralized and distributed development of interfaces in a decentralized ecosystem. We discuss this in further detail in what follows.

While ecosystem research tends to assume centralized orchestration, typically by a lead firm, a body of research has started to consider other forms of governance (Furr and Shipilov, 2018; Hurmelinna-Laakkanen and Nätti, 2018; Leten et al., 2013; Reybens et al., 2021), including decentralized governance (Gupta et al., 2020; Olk and West, 2023). In support of this research, we provide evidence of a digital innovation ecosystem that is not centrally orchestrated. It could appear as though, for example, each OTA was the platform leader of its own OTA platform ecosystem; however, we show that, through metasearchers and channel managers creating complex interdependencies with OTAs, it becomes difficult to argue what is the platform and the complementor when we research the ecosystem at a more macro level.

What existing research on decentralized governance has generally not considered is the role and value of interfaces within decentralized ecosystems. Admittedly, some research has accounted for collective forms of governance within the platform literature (O’Mahony and Karp, 2022), where design rules, such as interfaces, are not developed by a single firm but by consortia or communities. Still, the assumption is that of a centralized architecture, where only one or a small number of interfaces are designed and agreed upon by the collective. In contrast to this, our research shows an ecosystem without a single orchestrator, and where a wide range of interfaces are designed and controlled by a range of actors, in a highly decentralized manner. Our research thus contributes to ecosystem orchestration and governance theory.

As recognized in previous research [Gaver, 2020], our study shows how ecosystem actors held the dual role of users and designers of web APIs, attracting and offering complementarities. For example, channel managers synchronize hotel room inventory by offering web APIs to hotel back-office systems, and by using web APIs offered by metasearchers and OTAs. In addition, our empirical case shows how individual firms are simultaneously using and offering various web APIs for the same or different purposes, with an increasing number of many-to-many connections. Structurally, this results in connections that are not just bidirectional (e.g. platform-complementor) and explains the increasingly complex network structure of the ecosystem (see Fig. 8). Over time, through a dynamic push and pull of services and capabilities
5.2. The strategic value of web APIs

While current understandings of interfaces predominantly adopt a static and coevolutionary view of ecosystems, inspired by a coevolutionary view (Bogers and West, 2012; Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Nambisan et al., 2017) we account for the existence of heterogeneous actors with different goals, developing and using interfaces within a dynamic ecosystem. We show that interfaces create synergetic interdependencies between ecosystem actors and their services, which are not necessarily the result of cooperation, but reactive adaptations to the ecosystem evolution and the actions of other actors.

Previous research has revealed that interface specification can be contested (Eaton et al., 2015). Our research goes further, showing that interfaces can structure directly competitive relationships within an ecosystem. For instance, by revealing, what we term, surreptitious interfacing through web scraping (e.g. by early metasearchers), we show how interfaces can be imposed upon another actor against their will. Jacobides et al. (2018 p. 2285) define an ecosystem as “a group of interacting firms that depend on each other's activities” –we might add to this: or exploit each other's activities.

With our research we thus address recent calls for integrating structural and coevolutionary perspectives of ecosystems to uncover blind spots in ecosystem research (Hou and Shi, 2021; Nambisan et al., 2019). More specifically, we contribute an understanding of the important role of interfaces in dynamically structuring ecosystems and advance an alternative view of digital innovation ecosystems. Drawing on Nambisan et al. (2019) and Wang (2021), we define them as loosely interconnected and interdependent networks of actors that coevolve capabilities and work not only cooperatively but also competitively to develop new products and services enabled by digital technologies and web APIs. Indeed, our longitudinal study reveals a dynamic ecosystem reconfiguration through the design and use of web APIs, whereby actors, and the services provided, constantly adapt in response to strategic needs and new possibilities for value creation. We turn to this in the following section.

5.2. The strategic value of web APIs

Previous studies have argued that interfaces are important mechanisms to control complementary assets, due to specialization costs of switching between platforms with different standards (Farrell and Saloner, 1992; West and Dedrick, 2000). Literature on standard wars has shown that control over interface standards does not guarantee leadership over time (e.g. West and Dedrick, 2000; Windrum et al., 2019), given that converters can be developed (Farrell and Saloner, 1992), or interfaces can be cloned or reverse engineered by competitors (Treece, 1986). We find various instances of this in our study; for instance, Google entered the travel ecosystem by replicating established actors’ services. Furthermore, web APIs of similar services appear likely to have similar architectural design patterns (Alexander et al., 1977; Henriksson et al., 2014), as processes and required information for a given service (e.g. hotel booking) are somewhat standardized.

This has important implications for understanding the strategic value of interfaces. We show that web APIs proved ineffective tools to lock in complementors and so to establish leadership. Once an actor uses a web API, the cost of connecting to a different web API that offers the same or similar service is low, thus potentially increasing the power of suppliers and customers (Porter, 2008). Furthermore, successful web APIs can be replicated and offered by competing actors. While such replication involves costs, web APIs pose relatively low barriers to entry (resulting in the ecosystem’s growth) and relatively high threats of substitutes, particularly as potential customers and suppliers will incur low switching and specializations costs (Porter, 2008). Consequently, within this context no profit sanctuary is totally safe from competition. Competition takes place both between actors in the same category and across categories. For instance, as OTAs increased their margins, the metasearch Kayak imitated OTA web APIs to also act as an OTA that offered lower commissions. Replication was not the only mechanism to enter or compete within the ecosystem. Incumbents developed new web APIs offering new services or capabilities to remain competitive (e.g. Amadeus transformation into an API-driven business model (Heshmatisafa and Seppänen, 2023)). However, new web APIs were frequently developed first by new entrants in order to enter the ecosystem – something not recognized in the literature. Thus, we uncovered the entrepreneurial and the strategic value of web APIs in offering substitute services (Porter, 2008). Nevertheless, if successful, web APIs were often replicated by other entrants or incumbents. Furthermore, offering a web API is not the same as gaining adoption, and, unless perceived as valuable, web APIs will fail to attract users and so likely cease. Further research is thus needed to establish success factors of web APIs.

We inductively derived a two-dimensional framework that summarizes the strategic approach to web API development by different actors within the ecosystem. On one dimension, web APIs can be used to innovate or imitate an offering (though this can be seen within a spectrum); on the other dimension, those offering the web API might be incumbents seeking to maintain or grow market share, or new entrants to the market. That is, we observe existing actors devising new services or improving existing ones; existing actors imitating an existing service; and new entrants entering the ecosystems either with new or improved services, or by replicating services. While prior research focuses on the strategic value of interfaces for leaders and new entrants competing for control over the ecosystem, we show that attention also needs to be addressed to the strategic role of web APIs for businesses, big and small, competing to enter or remain competitive within the ecosystem.

An additional consequence of low specialization costs is that the cost of establishing connections with multiple firms is relatively low. Unlike for platform ecosystems (Eisenmann et al., 2009), our research provides evidence of large-scale multihoming in an ecosystem built around decentralized web APIs. Thus, a single firm might simultaneously use and offer various web APIs for the same or for different purposes. This enables the production of services that would otherwise be difficult to offer, such as aggregation and real-time comparison of price and availability. While we have argued that low specialization costs can increase the customer and supplier power, we also simultaneously show that multihoming generates competition among them, decreasing their power. For example, hoteliers are made to compete by OTAs, mainly through pricing, while at the same time incurring costs for commissions and back-office services needed to remain visible and attract customers.

Consequentially, large-scale multi-homing and ecosystem growth results, over time, in processes of disintermediation and reintermediation, through which new actors enter the market to address its increased complexity by offering new web APIs (e.g. metasearchers connecting to multiple OTAs, who in turn connect to multiple back-office systems), or use the existing APIs of competitors to disintermediate them (e.g. metasearchers offering OTA services).

offered via web APIs by a range of actors, an ad hoc network of inter-organizational systems emerged. Thus, we contribute an understanding of a digital innovation ecosystem with decentralized governance, where interface design is also decentralized, with a wide range of interfaces developed to form a modular, networked system without a (single) platform core to which complements are added. That is, interface design is non-centralized both from a governance and architectural perspectives.
Given the low replication, switching, and specialization costs of web APIs, so competition (and not only cooperation) within the ecosystem is high. We see firms constantly adapting, changing their roles, and adding existing services by replicating web APIs, but also offering new web APIs over time. Together, this helps explain the dynamism, growth, and existing services by replicating web APIs, but also offering new web APIs high. We see firms constantly adapting, changing their roles, and adding APIs, so competition (and not only cooperation) within the ecosystem is governance mechanism, but also as a 2017), the value of web APIs is not only as a design rule, and thus, as a products. That is, in digital innovation ecosystems where technology is face their information systems and so, to co-produce services and products. That is, in digital innovation ecosystems where technology is not the final product but an enabler of innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017), the value of web APIs is not only as a design rule, and thus, as a governance mechanism, but also as a technology-in-use that enables the interaction of distributed systems. This results in new important mechanisms for the co-creation of value and for value capture.  

5.3. The role of web APIs in value creation and capture within the digital economy

The implicit assumption in most platform literature, that control over architecture translates into ecosystems’ control, does not appear to hold in our case study. Or, at least, control over web APIs does not seem the most fruitful mechanism to lock in complementors and achieve leadership. So, what, then, is the value of web APIs?

Within the digital economy it is increasingly difficult to disentangle digital products and services from their underlying digital infrastructures (Bharadwaj et al., 2013, p. 472; Lyytinen, 2022; Orlikowski and Scott, 2008; Tilson et al., 2010). Our research shows that web APIs are used by actors within a decentralized ecosystem to interface their information systems and so, to co-produce services and products. That is, in digital innovation ecosystems where technology is not the final product but an enabler of innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017), the value of web APIs is not only as a design rule, and thus, as a governance mechanism, but also as a technology-in-use that enables the interaction of distributed systems. This results in new important mechanisms for the co-creation of value and for value capture.

Given the commoditization and value of data (Alaimo et al., 2020; Clough and Wu, 2022; Gregory et al., 2022, 2021), research has started to consider the value of interfaces in capturing data (Baldwin, 2021; Gawer, 2020) to monitor transaction platforms’ side members (Gawer, 2020), make better predictions about platform users’ preferences (Baldwin, 2021) and in the development of data-based services (Alaimo et al., 2020; Valderrama, 2020). The term “data network effects” (Gregory et al., 2021) has been introduced to highlight the reinforcing loop by which access to data feeds AI models, which improves services, attracting more users, and thus more data. From this perspective, it could be argued that the strategic value of web APIs lies in the control over data, instead of control over standards and architecture. We posit, however, that this needs to be qualified. While data underlies everything digital, we show that the value of web APIs is in enabling the dynamic and interactive exchange of messages between distributed systems in real time. Thus, the value of web APIs is not only in the transfer of data but in facilitating the production of meaningful data. Our study suggests that attention should be focused on the exchange of information and integration of digital capabilities through web APIs, and on the real-time production of information and prediction that web APIs enable.

More specifically, we show that web APIs enable: (1) the real time aggregation of data to gather up to date information (processing and generation of data); (2) the integration of capabilities to co-create services, by processing data from multiple data points in real time. For instance, a hotel booking relies among other things, on online channels attracting users, and connecting to CMs, who keep the inventory synchronized online. (3) Furthermore, the analysis of the traffic taking place through web APIs enables the development of insights of real-time behavior and the use of ML predictive analytics. This enables actors to produce new valuable information and insights in real time, and provides the analytical capacity to predict and take immediate action accordingly (e.g. dynamic pricing and bidding optimization).

In agreement with Gregory et al. (2021) we observe that there is a reinforcing loop in the analytical capacity of firms. In this regard, the increasing number of connections in the network via web APIs that we observe (Fig. 8), can be explained because of the real time informational value that such multiple connections enable. For instance, Google’s analytics capabilities aided its entry as it can offer better services. This attracts more users/connections, further increasing their analytical capabilities. Not so much through control over data, but through the real-time insights that such multiple connections and analytical capabilities enable.

An indirect, but also important, form of value that web APIs enable is access to potential customers. For instance, OTAs ultimately benefited from metasearchers’ large number of potential customers. Similarly, Google Hotels could enter and quickly gain an important position within the ecosystem as it offered a huge user base to their web API partners, in addition to their analytics and advertising capabilities.

Web APIs not only provide strategic value and improved services, but have also become important sources of value capture. Our analysis shows that the value of services offered via web APIs is captured through various revenue models over time. Web APIs facilitate revenue sharing models (Wulf and Blohm, 2020), such as commissions for bookings and click-based advertising, as they enable the identification of the partner who facilitated a service (e.g. a booking or redirection of customers to a website). In addition, the emergence of web API marketplaces and web API platforms in recent years is associated with the emergence of new business models, whereby web APIs encapsulate a service, and are offered, for a pay per call price. This confirms previous findings showing that web APIs can be a direct source of revenue through transaction based (e.g. per web API call) or subscription-based pricing strategies (Wulf and Blohm, 2020) – with major actors transforming their business models directly around web APIs (e.g. Amadeus). Such an approach is increasingly used by firms, who develop web APIs to sell services and products rather than to just attract complementors.

Our research shows an increasingly tight coupling between the value of web APIs and their monetization in the latter period. We show how the move towards pay-per-call web APIs supported experimentation by new actors (e.g. Detco) and drove business model changes for incumbents (e.g. Amadeus and Expedia). This extends understanding of digital innovation ecosystems, suggesting that researchers examine this coupling between value and pricing in supporting innovation.

In conclusion, our research contributes to interface theory by showing that web APIs constitute increasingly important sources of value creation and capture within the digital economy, despite their limited ability to lock in complementors.
5.4. Limitations and future research

Our research shows the methodological benefits of mapping the networks of actors within an ecosystem without presuming a central hub. Our macrolevel, longitudinal analysis allowed us to uncover relevant ecosystem dynamics of cooperation and competition, and decentralized control. However, this analytical choice comes with downsides, as we could not provide detailed analysis of firm-level strategic decisions, requiring further research.

Furthermore, our focus on the role of interfaces in a digital innovation ecosystem, has excluded other strategic and economic factors that affect the ecosystem. For instance, Bloomberg (2016) argues that Booking Holdings and Expedia Group “have successfully used acquisitions to gain market share and fend off competitive threats” with their financially successful positions being “largely a result of massive consolidation” in the OTA market. We note however that these holding companies have retained large numbers of separate services with their own web APIs (for example Expedia Group (n.d.) claims to have over 200 different travel websites). We see value in further research that critically assesses web APIs in relation to economic factors such as partnerships or mergers and acquisitions, and we welcome initial research in this area such as that by Gaver (2020), Hanelt et al. (2021), Liu et al. (2021), Valderrama (2020), and Yan et al. (2021). Further research on structural control and market share within digital innovation ecosystems would help to further our understanding of the strategies firms follow, and could contribute to explaining the under-studied dynamics of competition within ecosystems.

Gaver (2020) and Baldwin (2021) make the distinction between transaction platforms and innovation platforms. While they acknowledge the existence of hybrid platforms, our research suggests that further research focused on the use of web APIs might shed light on the potentially more complex interrelationship between these two. Indeed, as interfaces are monetized on a per-call basis (e.g. Amadeus’ per search fee) so this distinction becomes hard to disentangle. We also note that platforms (Baldwin, 2021; Gaver, 2020; Parker et al., 2016), such as Amazon or eBay, can have channel managers (e.g. Commerce-Hub), metasearch services (e.g. Google Shops and Shopzilla) and revenue managers (e.g. Price2Spy) connected by web APIs. Further research into the value creating and structuring role of web APIs in such ecosystems would thus be beneficial.

Our findings outline challenges for policy makers and researchers alike. Our fourth period evidences the complexity of decentralized web API-based ecosystems as they exist today (see Fig. 8). As web APIs facilitate the growth of increasingly interdependent systems, it becomes even more difficult to isolate the capabilities and agency of firms, posing a challenge for those who regulate digital innovation ecosystems. In response, policy makers should consider the ripple effects of firms’ actions and regulation at the ecosystem level, and for other ecosystem members, when they devise regulation of, for example, privacy, security, transparency, and competition. An additional challenge is that these networks tend to have global reach and overflow geographic and jurisdictional boundaries.

We also reveal how data analytics and AI are becoming deeply embedded across such decentralized web API-based ecosystems. As AI can benefit from harvesting data from multiple sources so we expect it to become increasingly ingrained. This embedding will make it hard to research and trace AI’s impact within the digital economy – with policy implications for those regulating AI.

Finally, the substantial growth of digital innovation ecosystems like the one we studied is representative of a techno-economic paradigm increasingly reliant on advertising, personalization services, tracking, and the trading not only of data but also complex digital assets and capabilities, including AI, which raise questions on the societal outcomes it helps sustain, and which should be not only a policy concern but also an important component of future innovation research (Freeman, 2007; Mansell, 2021).
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Appendix A. Methodology and analysis details

Our research draws on a longitudinal case study of the online travel ecosystem (Shipilov and Gawer, 2019). The empirical setting was identified based on the premise that online relationships are extensively materialized via web interfaces (Gaver, 2020). We used three corpora of data: (i) ProgrammableWeb, the largest directory of web APIs,4 to set the initial analytical boundary of the ecosystem (Basole, 2019; Evans and Basole, 2016). (ii) The web APIs and owner webpages were traced on the Wayback Machine, a digital archive of Internet sites at specific points in the past that is widely used in historical website analysis (Arora et al., 2016; Valderrama, 2020). These historical web pages constituted our second corpus (Appendix 3C), as they account for changes in web APIs and the interfacing of actors’ through web APIs over time. (iii) We complemented these corpora with expert travel publishers’ articles from Skift and PhocusWire, and Skift’s interviews (Schaal, 2016, 2014)5 with relevant travel players and technical specialists (Appendix C). These allowed us to contextualize ecosystem changes and provided a granular understanding of the role of web APIs in the

4 ProgrammableWeb has been described as “the authority on open APIs and the most visited destination for APIs” supported by the largest community of API developers and users (MuleSoft, 2013; ProgrammableWeb, 2009). It closed in 2023 – after our analysis was complete.

5 Skift News Editor Dennis Schaal first interviewed 17 Travel CEOs to better understand the business world of travel in the digital space (Schaal, 2014). Then, Skift published an oral history of online travel (Schaal, 2016), drawing on interviews to 28 of the founders and key players of the early days of online travel booking, and archival materials from participants and institutions involved.
ecosystem.

ProgrammableWeb registers the information of 875 web APIs in the travel category between 2005 and December 2020. This information includes the web APIs description, owner, roll-out date, and (via URLs) the technical documentation detailing how the web API should be used. These web APIs and their 386 owners set the initial analytical boundary of our study. We discarded 179 web APIs which clearly did not contribute to the travel ecosystem (e.g., traffic, local transportation, weather) but also excluded flight related web APIs. Flight booking is similar to hotel booking, albeit at a much smaller scale as there are considerably fewer airlines than hotels and fewer other actors involved (Schaal, 2016). Furthermore, many web API owners offer both hotel and flight web APIs. Excluding flights thus reduced the complexity of our analysis with little impact on relevance. The remaining web APIs and their owners were traced through the Wayback machine, travel publishers, travel technical publishers and interviews, to build our dynamic network graph (see Table for more details) that facilitated the temporal analysis of the online travel ecosystem from 1995 until June 2021. Network graphs are relevant to visualize the dynamics of ecosystems (Baldwin, 2021; Iyer et al., 2006; Iyer and Basole, 2016).

### Table A.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tracing web API connections between 1995 to June 2021 (Wayback Machine). We identified 141 web API owners’ websites that display to whom they interface their systems. These actors developed in total 264 web APIs. As we study the digital infrastructure underlying the online travel ecosystem, we consider as an actor each brand that travel holdings have. Each is relevant as they have their own web APIs. For example, Booking holdings has Kayak, Booking.com, Priceline, OpenTable, Agoda, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>We reconstructed the interfacing of systems by examining the Wayback Machine. We inspected the owners’ webpages to find to whom they interfaced with when they began and when they stopped. This information was usually declared on their webpage. This tracing was complemented by Skift’s PhocusWire, technical articles, and the interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>We classified the actors depending on their role in the ecosystem, arriving at 8 categories: online booking channel (OTAs, metasearchers), back office (Property management systems—PMS, central reservation systems—CRS, revenue management systems—RMS), Internet booking engines—IBEs, Channel managers, Distribution systems (GDS, wholesale and bedbanks), Social &amp; content platforms (e.g. TripAdvisor, ReviewPush—reputation management system), Travel APIs marketplace and external platforms (e.g. PayPal, Facebook, Google). Each type of actor has a distinctive color within the network graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>We used a software package (Gephi) to support our network analysis and visualization. We uploaded the nodes (actors and web APIs), including an id, label, node category, initial year and last year. We also uploaded the bidirectional connections through web APIs between two actors, including the year when the connection started and ended. The years were important to build a dynamic network graph that revealed changes over the years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>For the visualization, we selected the size of the node in relation to its degree, meaning the label and node's size depends on how many systems are interfaced with the actor's system via web APIs. In this way, we can observe if one node is acting as hub, and if this hub expands over the 26 years of the online travel ecosystem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gephi dynamic network measurement enable us to identify the period of time that the graph remained relatively stable and their breaking points and thus define the different periods.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The network graphs (Figs. 2, 4, 6, 7, & 8) represent the connections between actors’ systems at a given point in time. Nodes represent the ecosystem’s actors or web APIs, and edges represent the bidirectional connections of actors’ systems via web APIs the web APIs offered by a firm. The node’s size and label relate to the number of edges the node has. Colored nodes are actors and their color indicates the type of services they offer, while web API nodes are grey.

We obtained a range of network measurements that helped us to understand the dynamic of the ecosystem structure. The average degree refers to the average number of connections each actor has. The network diameter tells us how many steps are necessary to get from one side of the network to the other. The average path length shows the number of steps along the shortest paths for all possible pairs of networks nodes. We used Force-atlas2 as a network layout that is particularly useful to visualize a hub around a central node (Jacomy et al., 2014). In turn, the distance between nodes is related to the number of connections one node has, making it easy to visualize hubs.

We complemented this analysis with multiple corpora of archival data, seeking a granular understanding of the role of web APIs over time. The Skift interviews (Schaal, 2016, 2014) help us understand the early day of the ecosystem from voices of its key players. We selected 227 articles from Skift, PhocusWire, and other relevant travel publishers, classifying them by topic in seven categories: background, ecosystem, web APIs, actors, new services, back-end, and front-end. We also analyzed 386 web API owners’ websites on the WayBack Machine to understand their services, characteristics of the web APIs offered, capabilities and roles.

The careful reading of these corpora allowed us to build a rich case study of the dynamics of the ecosystem over 26 years, and the role of web APIs in fostering innovation and structuring the ecosystem. We assessed potential explanations against our corpora, building a gradual understanding of the ecosystem. These inductive processes established converging lines of evidence and theoretical propositions. We developed an in-depth case history to organize the corpus descriptively (Eisenhardt, 1989). To reduce excessive details, we then displayed our analysis in a table (Cloutier and Ravasi, 2021; Eisenhardt, 2021).

We built a chronological table that highlighted new innovations, web APIs, and co-produced services. We contrasted our chronological table with the breaking point identified on the network graph to determine whether new co-produced services impacted the ecosystem structure and actors' interdependencies. Following this, we built a descriptive table to understand more granularly what causes the reconfigurations and to seek potential explanations concerning how innovation takes place. This table-based analysis allowed us to spot changes in the role and value of web APIs.
Appendix B. Foundations and technical description of Web APIs

B.1. Foundation of the web API

An API (Application Programming Interface) is a software interface that enables software components to communicate. They remove the need to know the “inner workings of how an API’s functionality is provided” (Wulf and Blohm, 2020, p. 254). By allowing software applications to capitalize on modular software components they result in network externalities driving innovation. The Android and iOS mobile phone operating systems, for example, provide APIs access to cameras and GPS components which reduce the programming costs of using these, but also lock in any app built with them to the specific operating system (Langlois and Robertson, 1992; Teece, 1986).

B.2. Technical details of web APIs

Web APIs are a specific form of API built on web standards including HTTP (Berners-Lee, 1991) and using Internet connections in broadly the same way as how a web browser accesses HTML website files and using similar defined patterns of communication (Fielding, 2000). Web API’s endpoint software is designed to support the interactive exchange of structured HTTP messages between diverse systems over the internet (Jacobson et al., 2012). Endpoints parse these messages and trigger operations within the internal system such that the web API is agnostic to the systems they interconnect.

As an example, Fig. B.2.1 shows an Amadeus web API endpoint (A) to one partner’s system (Endpoint B of a partner who wants to list hotel rooms). When Amadeus’ partner needs a list of offers for a city, it sends a HTTP REQUEST with at least the mandatory parameters for the search (see Fig. B.2.2). Amadeus’ endpoint parses the REQUEST and triggers multiple operations to assemble the results which are sent back as a HTTP RESPONSE (see Fig. B.2.3). Then, the partner’s endpoint processes that RESPONSE, and it can send a new REQUEST for booking one of the offers in the response. If the booking is successful, Amadeus sends a confirmation RESPONSE to its endpoint partner. This example illustrates the bi-directional and interactive exchange of messages that can deeply embed software capabilities involving multiple systems and companies.

Fig. B.2.1. Web API’s interactive exchange of messages for booking.

Fig. B.2.2. Amadeus hotel-offer API request by Amadeus’ partner endpoint.

---

6 Confusingly many people use the term API to refer to web APIs.
8 HotelIds and Adults are mandatory parameters for the search. HotelIds’ value are Amadeus property codes using 8 characters. In the example, HotelIds = “MCLONGHM” means search for the offers in London. Adults are the number of adults.
B.3. Standardization of web API fabric technology

The responses from web APIs are received in XML or JSON files that are usually easy for humans to understand.\(^{10}\) For example, from Fig. B.3.1 showing JSON it is clearly possible to see that a hotel “THE TRAFALGAR” in city “LON” is available for booking on the 20th of November 2021 at a commission of 8% for a STANDARD_ROOM with a KING bed. The price is £300GBP at a “Non-refundable rate”. Indeed, “if a [web] API is in some way difficult to consume, [web] API consumers can just move on to the next API offered by a different API provider, competition is much tougher” (Biehl, 2015, p. 56). This competition also results in companies that offer web APIs providing code examples and support documentation to assist the programmer with this parsing task. Such efforts are also supported by the rise of API Management systems\(^{11}\) that assist with this but also often support monetization of APIs so that companies can easily charge per-call fees; something significant in the travel ecosystem during the later periods of our analysis.

Given the rather readable, understandable, and supported nature of web APIs, it is not difficult to update an endpoint software to accommodate new or alternative endpoints from different providers of the same service making many web APIs relatively easy to imitate. Take for example Fig. B.3.1 below which shows the RESPONSE message structures that Google (left) and Trivago (right) require from any company (e.g., an OTA) wishing to list their inventory on these metasearch websites. While Google’s is in XML and Trivago is in JSON, it is relatively easy for a company to write software code to parse these or indeed any of the other Web APIs listing inventory, be they Expedia,\(^{12}\) Agoda OTA,\(^{13}\) TripAdvisor,\(^{14}\) Trivago,\(^{15}\) Derby,\(^{16}\) or

\(^{10}\) Both XML and JSON formats provide detail of the data structure and type of data alongside the data itself. This makes them extremely easy to understand and parse. Note that the design goal of XML was “It shall be easy to write programs which process XML documents” (Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 (Fifth Edition) \((\text{w3.org})\)) - they are designed to be easy to convert and use. JSON is very similar to XML but less verbose and is easier to convert straight into JavaScript objects widely used on the web.

\(^{11}\) E.g., Apigee, 3scale, Boomi and MuleSoft. Prominent features of such systems include: managing web API documentation, security, assisting API users, ensuring backward compatibility, and reporting on usage.

\(^{12}\) https://developer.expediapartnersolutions.com/documentation/rapid-shopping-docs-3/#/Shopping/getAvailability

\(^{13}\) https://www.agodaconnectivity.com/documentation/ycs-5-api/get-rates-availability-multi-occupancy


\(^{15}\) https://developer.trivago.com/expressbooking/booking-availability.html

\(^{16}\) https://developer.derbysoft.com/go/api/go-distributor-api-v4.1/availabilitypeer
HotelBeds Channel Manager. Endpoint software can thus switch between providers or connect to multiple providers with little change to internal systems.

![XML representation of an API response](image)

**Fig. B.3.1.** Google and Trivago hotel search API responses.

### Appendix C. Sources

#### C.1. Online articles (Skift, PhocusWire, others)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK3</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td><a href="https://skift.com/2013/01/31/Facebook-interview-graph-search-to-add-hotels-and-social-signals-to-fine-tune-results/">https://skift.com/2013/01/31/Facebook-interview-graph-search-to-add-hotels-and-social-signals-to-fine-tune-results/</a></td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK6</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td><a href="https://skift.com/2014/02/06/expedia-has-strong-q4-thanks-to-its-new-metasearch-business-and-increased-bookings/">https://skift.com/2014/02/06/expedia-has-strong-q4-thanks-to-its-new-metasearch-business-and-increased-bookings/</a></td>
<td>Metasearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK9</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td><a href="https://skift.com/2015/03/25/will-rethinking-metasearch-increase-direct-bookings-for-hotels/">https://skift.com/2015/03/25/will-rethinking-metasearch-increase-direct-bookings-for-hotels/</a></td>
<td>Metasearch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
C.2. Interviews used


### WayBack machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
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